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Rope knot for tire swing

I don’t know what it is, but there’re very few things that say carefree summer days more to me than a tire swing. That’s probably why when we were trying to come up with images to represent the PLAY section of RYGblog that we landed on a tire swing. The crazy thing is, I didn’t have a tire swing growing up…and I really don’t have any memories
of swinging on one…but there’s just something about a tire swing. It probably has something to do with the weightless feeling you get when you’re on one…the wind in your hair…the controlled thrill combined with the lulling cadence of swinging back and forth. Again, there’s just something about a tire swing that conjures up memories…perceived
or real…of those carefree summer days. So with that in mind…and my wanting to create those kinds of childhood memories for my girls… I went to work on surprising them with a tire swing when they returned from being out of town this past weekend. It was really very easy to do and once I had the few materials in hand it didn’t take very long at
all. What You’ll Need to Make a Tire Swing A nice sturdy limb A rope: You can use whatever kind of rope you want…as long as it’s strong enough to hold you and/or your kids…or multiples of your kids! I actually had a bunch of manila rope left over from a tree house project…so I used it…bonus for me – no additional cost! A tire: You can probably find
one at a local tire store…and they will probably just give it to you. If at first you don’t succeed, keep calling around…you’ll find one. I did after just 2 calls…again, bonus for me – no additional cost! To bring these three things together: If the limb you’re using is way up in there, you’ll need some string and a beanbag of sorts that you can throw up &
over the limb. You’ll need a drill and large drill bit to drill holes in the bottom of your tire to let the water run out…so that you don’t accumulate a bunch of funk inside your tire, creating the perfect mosquito breeding ground. I used a 3/8” bit…but I may need to go back with a larger one if the holes I’ve already made end up getting clogged too
quickly. How to Hang a Tire Swing 1. Drill Holes in the Tire: As I mentioned above, you don’t want water and leaves and bugs to form a nasty mess inside the tire cavity, so you’ll want to drill a few holes at the bottom of your tire. This will let the rain water drain out…keeping the leaves that do get in there dry…which is much nicer to remove than
rotting wet ones. Note: Do this step first…when you can drill when your tire is firmly sitting on the ground. I didn’t drill my holes until the tire was already dangling…not giving me as much leverage to drill my holes. If you do drill first, just make sure that when you tie on your tire, that you position the holes at the bottom…for obvious reasons. 2. Get
the Rope Up & Over the Limb: If your limb is within reach, this step is easy…just throw your rope up & over. If your limb is not within reach (as is the case for me), you’ll need to first get your beanbag and string up & over the limb. This may take a little bit of time, but be patient…you’ll eventually succeed: You’ll want to start out by tying your string
around the beanbag…giving yourself enough string to go over the limb and back down to you. Then, instead of taking the beanbag and throwing it, take the string with the beanbag dangling about a foot below and whipping it up & over…you’ll get a great deal more distance that way. Once you have the string up & over your limb, simply tie your rope
to the end of the string and then, using the other end of the string, pull your rope up & over the limb. Here are a few things not to use when installing your tire swing…I know, I learned the hard way: Don’t use tennis ball: It doesn’t have enough weight and after 100 attempts you’ll likely end up throwing your arm. Don’t use a rock: Although this is
what I ended up using and it worked (had enough weight), having a sharp, heavy projectile hurling your way is not advisable. (Good thing Safety Girl Britt wasn’t around when I did this!!) Don’t use twine: Again, although I did use twine (it’s what I had easiest access to – I had just staked my tomatoes) because of its frayed texture, the twine tended to
get easily caught up in the leaves of the tree. Which is why I now have a tennis ball hanging 30 feet above our tire swing. All that said, kite string would likely work much better. 3. Tie on the Tire: I’m neither a sailor nor a boy scout…so rather than doing a ton of granny knots that I’m certain would work their way loose (potentially right after I
pushed Brownie into orbit…not good), I enlisted the help of my very handy neighbor. I’m not exactly certain exactly what knots he used, but our tire isn’t going anywhere…other than swinging back & forth. Note, because the limb that our tire swing is hanging from is way up there, I didn’t want to use a knot that slipped its way all the way up to the
limb…otherwise, if I had to move the swing or tighten anything I’d have to rent a cheery-picker. So I simply bought enough rope so that the rope is just looped over the limb and all the tying happens at the tire itself. Having the rope doubled-over like this introduces the potential of the rope twisting around itself…but I think that just makes it a bit
more fun. I have our swing about 2’ off the ground…giving the rope some room to stretch and making it so that Littlest One still needs someone to help her on and off the tire swing…which I’m good with for now. Based on the wisdom of my handy neighbor, we left a bit of extra rope at the end and wrapped it around itself – giving the girls something
to hang on to and providing us some margin in case we needed to re-tie it in the future. That’s it…it’s really that easy. All that’s left is the fun…and the many carefree memories to be made. And by the way, my girls (including Britt) were very surprised when they got home this weekend…receiving their new tire swing with jubilant squeals. Oh…2
other things to mention: If your tire swing isn’t near your home, you might want to put a bench or a couple of chairs nearby so that there’s a nice place to rest after all the pushing you’ll for sure be doing…as well as a spot for the non-swingers to patiently wait their turns. Don’t wear flip-flops while pushing or swinging solo…again, I found out the hard
way. Pushing someone when there is the slightest slope just doesn’t work in flaps. And the first time I tried our tire swing out…when no one was around, I launched one of my flip-flops about 50 feet into the woods when jumping on. I hope this helps…and if you add a tire swing to your back yard, please pass along any helpful hints to the rest of us.
Take care, Photo: istockphoto.comSometimes the simplest things can bring the greatest summertime pleasures. Outdoor fun doesn’t have to include expensive, custom-built play sets; you can create instant outdoor entertainment by upcycling an old tire into a one-of-a-kind swing. Read on to learn how to make a tire swing the easy-peasy, old-fashioned
way!Tools & MaterialsRELATED: The Best Tree Swings for Backyard FunHow to Make a DIY Tire SwingThis project is perfect for beginners, as you only need a few tools and basic knot knowledge—oh, and you need a tree (a big tree).STEP 1: Pick the correct tree.Chances are, if you’re looking into how to make a DIY tire swing, you already have a
tree in mind for mounting it. Just make sure that it’s large, healthy, and the branch that will hold the tire swing is at least 8 inches thick. If a tree shows signs of decay or has cracks or dead branches, it’s not suitable for a tire swing.Other considerations include making sure there’s enough clearance between where the tire hangs and the trunk of the
tree as well as the ground. And removing large rocks or other tripping hazards from the area beneath the swing.STEP 2: Find the right size tire.Photo: istockphoto.comAny standard-size passenger car rubber tire will work for a swing, though you could use a smaller or larger tire as long as you factor the weight into your specific project. If you find a
used tire, be sure it has some tread left to prevent any wires from popping through the surface and scratching or poking swing users.STEP 3: Clean the tire.Give the tire a thorough cleaning with a pressure washer. If you don’t have the right tool, take the tire to the car wash to clean it with one of the high-pressure hoses on the premises.STEP 4: Drill
drainage holes in the tire.When you’re ready—that is, when you’re satisfied with the cleanliness of the tire—drill holes in the bottom of the tire to prevent water from pooling when it rains. You don’t want mosquitoes to get wind of any standing water! On that note, you’ll also want to check for bees, wasps, and other insect pests each time you or your
kids use the tire swing.RELATED: Weekend Projects—5 Fun DIY Swing SetsSTEP 5: Purchase the correct rope.Photo: istockphoto.comDetermine the maximum weight your tire swing will hold. That includes the weight of kids (or adults) that will use it as well as the weight of the tire you choose. Then select a heavy-duty braided exterior rope that is
rated for three times that weight.STEP 6: Tie a double bowline knot.Cut a section of rope to the desired length plus a little bit extra for tying a couple of knots. If needed, melt the ends to keep the rope from fraying. Tie a double bowline knot on one end of the rope, making sure to leave a little slack in the loop portion of the knot.STEP 7: Hang your
rope.Toss the knot end of the rope over the tree branch. If you need a little help, place a softball in a sock and tie the sock to the knot end of the rope; then toss the ball over the branch. Thread the opposite end of the rope through the loop of the bowline knot and pull it tight. The knot will travel upwards until it finally reaches the branch.STEP 8:
Suspend the tire.Tie another double bowline knot around the top of the tire, tightening it so the tire hangs at the desired height off of the ground.Photo: istockphoto.comSTEP 9: Test the tire swing.Have the heaviest member of your family test the tire swing to ensure its strength. You may not want to tell this person why he or she was chosen…And,
enjoy!Let your impatient kid swing already. You can cut off the excess rope later. Pat yourself on the back and admire your handiwork from the street, just like the neighbors will.RELATED: How to Make a Tire Swing with Chains and BoltsFAQ About DIY Tire SwingsGot questions about how to make a tire swing? You’re not alone!How do you make a
homemade tire swing?One of our favorite DIY tire swing ideas is to find a tire, clean it thoroughly, and hang it by a rope from a sturdy tree branch.What do I need for a DIY tire swing?First and foremost, you need a tire. You’ll also need some tire cleaning supplies (or clean it at a self-serve car wash), braided exterior rope rated for three times the
weight of the tire and swing users combined, and some basic knot knowledge. You’ll also need a sturdy branch on a large, healthy tree.What kind of rope do you use for a tire swing?The best rope to use for a tire swing is one that is braided, designed to hold a lot of weight, and rated to withstand outdoor elements such as UV rays, rain, etc.Final
ThoughtsKick off your summer staycation by adding a tire swing to your outdoor space. This simple project can add hours of fun and relaxation with minimal effort and expense. Just be sure to keep safety top of mind by thoroughly inspecting the tree and branch that you intend to mount it on, and by selecting rope that is rated for the amount of
weight that your specific tire swing will hold.
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